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Let k be a totally real cubic number field with ring of integers Ok . The Hilbert
modular threefold of k is a desingularization of the (natural) compactification of
PSL2 (Ok)"H3. The goal of this paper is to prove that all rational Hilbert modular
threefolds arise from fields with discriminant less than 75125. Specifically, it is
shown that if k is a cubic field of discriminant at least 75125, then the arithmetic
genus of the Hilbert modular variety of k is negative and hence the variety is not
rational. Smaller bounds on the size of the discriminant are obtained for some
special classes of cubic fields.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let k be a totally real algebraic number field of degree n over Q with
ring of integers Ok and discriminant dk . For i=1, ..., n and a # k, let a [ a(i)
be the ith embedding of k into the real numbers. The Hilbert modular
group of the field k is defined by 1k=PSL2 (Ok)=SL2 (Ok)[\I]. The
group SL2 (Ok) acts on H
n, the product of n copies of the complex upper
half plane, by
Mz=\a
(1)z1+b(1)
c(1)z1+d (1)
,
a(2)z2+b (2)
c(2)z2+d (2)
, ...,
a(n)zn+b(n)
c(n)zn+d (n)+
where M=( ac
b
d) # SL2 (Ok) and z=(z1 , z2 , ..., zn) # H
n. This gives a well-
defined, effective action of 1k on Hn.
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The quasi-projective complex variety 1k"Hn is compactified in a natural
way through the addition of hk points where hk is the class number of k.
The resulting compact variety can be desingularized to form a compact,
non-singular complex variety called the Hilbert modular variety of k.
See [3, 6] for a more detailed discussion.
In [8], Weisser showed that all totally real Galois cubic fields with dis-
criminant greater than 361 have nonrational Hilbert modular threefolds.
In [2], the author proved that any cubic field with a rational Hilbert
modular variety must have discriminant less than 2.12_107. The purpose
of this paper is to improve this bound significantly. The main results are
given in the following two theorems.
Theorem 1. Let k be a totally real cubic number field with discriminant
at least 75125. The Hilbert modular variety of k has arithmetic genus less
than zero and hence is not rational.
Theorem 2. Let k be a totally real cubic number field with discriminant dk .
(i) If 2 |% dk and dk41270, or
(ii) if 3 |% dk and dk46845, or
(iii) if neither 2 nor 3 divides dk and dk15774,
then the Hilbert modular variety of k has arithmetic genus less than zero and
hence is not rational.
Since both of these theorems are trivially true for k Galois (from
Weisser’s result above), assume for the remainder of the paper that k is
non-Galois.
The author thanks Jeffrey Hoffstein for his invaluable help and
encouragement on this project.
2. THE ARITHMETIC GENUS
The arithmetic genus (in the sense of Hirzebruch [4]) is a birational
invariant that is equal to one for rational varieties. The following lemma is
derived from the work of Hirzebruch [3] and Vigne ras [7]. Let K be a
number field of degree n over Q. Let ‘K be the Dedekind zeta function of
K and let ar be the number of equivalence classes of elliptic fixed points in
Hn under the action of 1K with isotropy subgroup of order r.
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Lemma 3. For a totally real algebraic number field K of degree n over Q
containing a unit of norm &1, the arithmetic genus of the Hilbert modular
variety of the field K is given by
/(K)=2&n \2‘K (&1)+ :r2
(r&1)
r
ar+ .
Note that in any cubic field &1 is a unit of norm &1 and thus when
K=k a cubic field, the lemma can be used. The values of the ar ’s can be
determined using the following theorem derived from [1, Theorem 6]. Let
h(&l) represent the relative class number hk(- &l) hk .
Theorem 4. Let k be a totally real non-Galois cubic number field with
discriminant dk .
If 2 |% dk , then a2=4h(&1).
If 2 | dk , let p be the prime in Ok ramified over (2), then
16h(&1) if (k(i)p)=1;
a2={12h(&1) if (k(i)p)=0;40h(&1) if (k(i)p)=&1.
If 3 |% dk , then a3=4h(&3).
If 3 | dk , let q be the prime in Ok ramified over (3), then
12h(&3) if (k(- &3)q)=1;
a3={16h(&3) if (k(- &3)q)=0;20h(&3) if (k(- &3)q)=&1.
For r>3, ar=0.
Let cr # Z be such that a2=c4h(&4) and a3=c3h(&3). The formula in
Lemma 2.1 now simplifies to
/(k)=
1
4
‘k (&1)+
c4h(&4)
16
+
c3h(&3)
12
. (1)
It follows from the functional equation for the Dedekind zeta function
that ‘k (&1)=&18d
32
k ?
&6‘k (2). Applying this to (2.1) yields
/(k)=&
1
32?6
d 32k ‘k (2)+
c4 h(&4)
16
+
c3h(&3)
12
.
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Therefore, to prove that the arithmetic genus of the Hilbert modular
variety of k is negative, it suffices to show that
c4h(&4)
16‘k (2)
+
c3h(&3)
12‘k (2)
&
1
32?6
d 32k <0. (2)
3. L-FUNCTIONS
Let k be a totally real non-Galois cubic number field and let k$ be a
totally imaginary quadratic extension of k. Let hk , hk $ , Rk , Rk $ , dk , dk $ be
the class numbers, regulators, and absolute values of the discriminants of
k and k$ respectively and let wk , wk $ be the numbers of roots of unity in
each of the fields. If  is the nontrivial character of k$ over k, then,
L(1, )= lim
s  1
‘k $ (s)
‘k (s)
=\8?
3hk $ Rk $
wk $ d 12k $ +\
8hk Rk
wkd 12k +
&1
.
Since k is totally real, wk=2, and it follows from Theorem 3 in [1] that
Rk $ Rk =4. Thus
hk $
hk
=
1
8?3
wk $ \dk $dk +
12
L(1, ). (3)
Now, returning to the case k$=k(- &l) with l=3 or 4, the function
L(s, ) factors as L(s, )=L(s, l) L(s,  l) where l is the nontrivial
character of Q(- &l).
Since L(1, l)=2?(wk $ - l), Eq. (3) simplifies to
h(&l)=
1
4?2 \
dk(- &l)
dk l +
12
L(1,  l). (4)
The functional equation for L(1,  l) is easily derived. Let
4l (s)=\
dk(- &l)
16?2dk l+
s2
\ 1(s)1(s2)+
2 ‘k(- &l) (s) ‘(s)
‘k (s) ‘l (s)
=\
dk(- &l)
16?2dkl+
s2
\ 1(s)1(s2)+
2
L(s,  l).
Then 4l (s)=4l (1&s).
Applying the argument used by Hoffstein in the proof of Lemma 1
in [5] to the function 4l (s) leads to the following lemma.
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Lemma 5. For 1_<_1 , let
_~ max[(5+- 12_21&5)6, 1+_1 - (7&- 32)17].
Let 1 (s)=1$(s)1(s) and L (s)=L$(s,  l)L(s,  l). Then
4l (_)4l (_1) e&(1
 $(_~ )&1 $(_~ 2)4+L $(_~ )2)(_1&_)(_1+_&1).
Letting _=1 in the above and noting that L $(_~ )>0 for all _~ yields the
estimate
L(1,  l)? \
dk(- &l)
16?2dkl+
(_1&1)2
\ 1(_1)1(_1 2)+
2
_L(_1 ,  l) e&(1
 $(_~ )&1 $(_~ 2)4) _1(_1&1) (5)
for _1>1 and _~ as above.
Finally, combining (4) and (5) yields the following.
Corollary 6. With the notation of Lemma 5,
h(&l)\
dk(- &l)
16?2dkl+
_12
\ 1(_1)1(_1 2)+
2
_L(_1 ,  l) e&(1
 $(_~ )&1 $(_~ 2)4) _1(_1&1).
4. ESTIMATES
The proof of Theorem 1 involves showing that (2) holds whenever
dk75125. The focus of this section is the estimation of the first two terms
of (2), for l=3 or 4 and _>1. The starting point is the estimation of
clL(_,  l)(4l‘k (2)). This combined with Corollary 6 will yield estimates
for proving (2).
Let
\L(_, 
 l)
‘k (2) +
( p)
=
L(_,  l) ( p)
‘k (2)( p)
denote the factor corresponding to the prime p in the Euler product of
L(_,  l)‘k (2). Assume for now that p does not divide l. By examining the
different possible factorizations of p in each of the fields, the various
possible values of (L(_,  l)‘k (2))( p) can be computed and compared. The
largest values occur either when p splits completely in k(- &l) or when p
is inert in k(- &l). Which one is larger depends on the values of p and _.
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Lemma 7. For p |% l,
\L(_, 
 l)
‘k (2) +
( p)
max { 1&1p
6
1&1p_+1p2_
,
(1&1p2)3
(1&1p_)2= .
Furthermore, if _1.5 and p>7, then
\L(_, 
 l)
‘k (2) +
( p)

(1&1p2)3
(1&1p_)2
.
This lemma implies that, for _1.5, an upper bound for L(_,  l)‘k (2)
is simply ‘(_)2‘(2)3 multiplied by correction factors for each prime p7.
For the case where p divides l, the value of cl (L(_,  l)‘k (2)) ( p) can be
estimated, taking the value of cl from Theorem 4. Again, the analysis is
straightforward though lengthy. In each case, the largest factors occur
when p ramifies in k. The results are summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 8. With notation as above and _>1,
c4 \L(_, 
 4)
‘k (2) +
(2)
max { 452(1+12_) ,
9
1&12_= (6)
c3 \L(_, 
 3)
‘k (2) +
(3)
max { 128081(1+13_) ,
128
9 = . (7)
Under the assumption that 2 or 3 does not ramify in k, a smaller bound
holds. Each of these bounds is achieved when p is inert in k.
Lemma 9. If 2 |% dk , then
c4 \L(_, 
 4)
‘k (2) +
(2)

63
16
.
If 3 |% dk , then
c3 \L(_, 
 3)
‘k (2) +
(3)

2912
729
.
Combining Corollary 6 with Lemmas 7 and 8 results in the following
estimates for the first two terms in (2). Define
m(s, p)=max { 1&1p
6
1&1ps+1p2s
(1&1ps)2
(1&1p2)3
, 1= .
Note that dk(i) d 2k 64 and dk(- &3) d
2
k 27.
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Lemma 10. Let 1<_11.5 and
_~ max[(5+- 12_21&5)6, 1+_1 - (7&- 32)17].
c4h(&4)
16‘k (2)
d _12k
‘(_1)2
‘(2)3 \
1(_1)
1(_1 2)+
2
_max {10(1&12
_1)2
3(1+12_1)
,
4(1&12_1)
3 =
_?&_1m(_1 , 3) m(_1 , 5) m(_1 , 7) e&(1
 $(_~ )&1 $(_~ 2)4) _1(_1&1)
and
c3 h(&3)
12‘k (2)
d _1 2k
‘(_1)2
‘(2)3 \
1(_1)
1(_1 2)+
2
_max {15(1&13
_1)2
8(1+13_1)
,
27(1&13_1)2
16 =
_\ 34?+
_1
m(_1 , 2) m(_1 , 5) m(_1 , 7)
_e&(1 $(_~ )&1 $(_~ 2)4) _1(_1&1).
Similarly, by Lemma 9, the following bounds hold for special classes of
fields.
Lemma 11. Using the notation of Lemma 10, if 2 |% dk , then
c4h(&4)
16‘k (2)

7
12
d _1 2k
‘(_1)2
‘(2)3 \
1(_1)
1(_1 2)+
2
\1& 12_1+
2
_?&_1m(_1 , 3) m(_1 , 5) m(_1 , 7)
_e&(1 $(_~ )&1 $(_~ 2)4) _1(_1&1).
If 3 |% dk , then
c3h(&3)
12‘k (2)

91
192
d _1 2k
‘(_1)2
‘(2)3 \
1(_1)
1(_1 2)+
2
\1& 13_1+
2
_\ 34?+
_1
m(_1 , 2) m(_1 , 5) m(_1 , 7)
_e&(1 $(_~ )&1 (_~ 2)4) _1(_1&1).
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5. PROOFS OF MAIN THEOREMS
In this section, Theorems 1 and 2 are proved. Recall that, as shown at
the end of Section 2, it suffices to show that
c4h(&4)
16‘k (2)
+
c3h(&3)
12‘k (2)
&
1
32?6
d 32k <0.
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider dk75170. By setting _1=1.27 and
_~ =(5+- 12_21&5)6 in the inequalities of Lemma 10,
/(k)
‘k (2)

c4 h(&4)
16‘k (2)
+
c3 h(&3)
12‘k (2)
&
1
32?6
d 32k
<?&6 (298980+345050&644045)<0.
So /(k)<0 for all k with dk75170. Since the arithmetic genus of a
rational variety equals one, the Hilbert modular varieties of these fields are
not rational. Theorem 1.1 now follows from the fact that there is no totally
real cubic field with discriminant between 75124 and 75170.
Proof of Theorem 2. First, for the case 2 |% dk , let dk41273. Using
_1=1.29 in the first inequality of Lemma 11, _1=1.28 in the second
inequality of Lemma 10, and _~ =(5+- 12_21&5)6 in each yields
/(k)
‘k (2)

c4 h(&4)
16‘k (2)
+
c3 h(&3)
12‘k (2)
&
1
32?6
d 32k
<?&6 (57952+204068&262028)<0.
Thus, /(k)<0 for all k with dk41273. There is no totally real cubic field
with discriminant between 41269 and 41273, so the first part of the theorem
follows.
For the case 3 |% dk , let dk46897. Let _1=1.28 and _~ =(5+
- 12_21&5)6 in the first inequality of Lemma 10 and in the second
inequality of Lemma 11.
/(k)
‘k (2)

c4 h(&4)
16‘k (2)
+
c3 h(&3)
12‘k (2)
&
1
32?6
d 32k
<?&6 (255161+62198&317371)<0.
So /(k)<0 for all k with dk46897. The only totally real cubic field with
discriminant between 46844 and 46897 has discriminant 46872 which is
divisible by 3. Hence the second part of the theorem is proved.
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For the final case, let dk15810. Using _1=1.29 and _~ =(5+
- 12_21&5)6 in both inequalities of Lemma 11,
/(k)
‘k (2)

c4 h(&4)
16‘k (2)
+
c3h(&3)
12‘k (2)
&
1
32?6
d 32k
<?&6 (31209+30901&62122)<0.
Since there is no totally real cubic field with discriminant between 15773
and 15810, the proof is complete.
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